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Listening exam (4 marks) 

Listening 1: Listen to the following conversation and then answer the questions. (1pt) 
1. When has the person learned to play the game “Travel to Mars”? 
a) a few years ago  b) recently  c) two months ago 
2. Why doesn’t the person want to play it? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
 
 
Listening 2: Listen to the following conversation and then answer the questions. (1pt) 
1. They sell everything from carpets, pottery to tilework and metal work.   True / False 

2. How much is the calligraphic tile? 

a) $ 85   b) $ 20   c) $ 30 

3. What does the tourist buy? 

a) a carpet  b) a calligraphic tile c) a Gabbeh  d) b and c 

4. People can get more information about their business by checking their website.   True / False 
 
 
Listening 3: Listen and then answer the questions. (2 pts) 
1. At the top of the food pyramid you see sweets and also things with a lot of fat.   

a) True    b) False 

2. How many servings of dairy products and meat products should we eat every day? 

a) two to three servings   b) three to four servings  

c) one or two servings    d) more than five servings 

3. How many servings of vegetables should we eat every day? 

a) two to four servings   b) two servings 

c) four servings    d) three to five servings 

4. You can find the carbohydrates --------------. 

a) at the top of the food pyramid  b) in the middle of the food pyramid 

c) above the sweets and oil   d) at the bottom of the food pyramid 
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A Vocabulary (4 Marks) 

Odd one out 

1. A) junk food    b) vegetable     c) snack          d) candy 

2. A) carpet          b) pottery        c) wood          d) calligraphy 

 

.5 

B Fill in the blanks with the words given.  
healthy–host–experience–exercise –knowledge–institute-satisfied 

3. Physical activities that you do in order to get healthy and stronger are 

called -------.  

4. State of being well, without diseases is -------.  

5. A person who receives guests is -------. 

6. Knowledge gained by practice is -------.  

7. A place formed for learning languages. It is a/an -------.  

8. Zahra never -------- with what she got. 

 

1.5 

C Fill in the blanks with your own information. (vocabulary)  

9. Dorsa did research about mental and ------- health.  

10. She told us that gold and silver are valuable --------.   

1 

D Match the words with their meanings.  

11. The way you live                                                a) reduction  

12.  To stop something from happening                   b) charity  

13. Diversity of animal                                             c) variety  

      14. There is no discount for this book                      d) lifestyle 

                                                                                        e) prevent 

1 

E Grammar (4 Marks) 

Choose the best answer.  

15. There ………………   too much news on television   

 a) is                 b) are                      c) aren’t                  d) were  

16. Hadis has not emptied the rubbish bin…………………      

a) since two days    b) for two days ago  c) for a long time    d) since a week  

  17. Unless you…………………  easy, you will get ill   

a) don’t take           b) take                c) will take                d) didn’t take  

  18. The lesson is easy but Elmira and Negin got ……………………     

a) to confuse                b) confusing              c) confuse             d) confused 

2 

G Fill in the blanks. Make changes if necessary.  

 19. Ali………………to the restaurant six times since last month. (go)  

2 
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 20. Nastaran has decided to finish ------- the room before noon. (clean) 

 21. Parimah got ------- because the movie was great.  (interest)  

22. The party ------- yet. It is 9 p.m. now. (finish) 

 

H Writing (8 Marks) 

Make an appropriate question for the underlined phrase.  

  23. ---------------------------------------------- 

  John and Jack have lived in Tehran since 2000. 

1 

I Answer the question.  

24. What will you do if you finish your homework? (Watch TV)  

1 

J Unscramble the following sentences.     

25. your/food/eaten/have/ever/Chinese/friends?  

26. smoking/was/it/for/her/to/hard/quit/.  

2 

K Find the mistakes in following sentences and correct them.  

  

27. John gave me a cookie and a few milk. ……………………………..  

 

28. I am sure he will passed the exam if he studies hard. …………………. 

29. How many sugar does Melika need? ……………………….  

30. Rose was boring of studying Math. …………………….. 

4 

L Reading (8 Marks) 

Cloze test.  

  

A: We live in France, but Irish is my mother tongue and my daughter 

speaks it, too.  

B: …( 31 )…! Does your daughter sound like a …( 32 )… speaker?  

A: Ummm. You know, I’m doing my best to make sure she …( 33)… the 

language fully, and, she loves this language …( 34 )… .  

 

31. A) Interesting    B) You’re welcome     C) Excuse me   D) Thank you  

32. A) male             B ) native                    C) main             D) language  

33. A) means          B) listens                     C) learns           D) reads  

34. A) a lot              B ) most                      C ) a lot of        D) ever 

 

4 

M Read the passage and answer the questions.   

Smaller cars may someday take the place of today's big automobiles. If 

everyone drives them in the future, there will be fewer problems in cities. 

There will be more space for parking cars in cities, and the streets will be less 

crowded. The little cars will cost much less to own and to drive. Driving will 

be safer, too, as these little cars can go only 70 kilometers per hour. The cars 

of the future will be fine for getting around a city, but they will not be useful 

4 
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for trips. If the car uses electricity, it will have two batteries: one battery for 

the engine and one for the other parts. Little cars which use gasoline will go 

200 kilometers before needing to stop for more gasoline.  

  

35. According to the passage, why is it better to have one of these 

small cars?  

 A) They need two batteries.     B) They are too fast.  

 C) They are safer                      D) They can go 70 kilometers per hour 

36. What will happen if we use these small cars?  

 A) We won't need electricity.     

 B) We will have fewer accidents.  

 C) We will have more crowded streets.   

 D) We won't need any parking spaces.  

      37. What are these small cars good for?  

 A) Long trips                               B) Using electricity        

 C) Using gasoline                       D) Driving in large cities   

      38. How can we have fewer problems in big cities?  

A) By making smaller car            

       B) By using electricity   

C) By using less gasoline  

D) By parking our cars in convenient places    

      39.  Which sentence is NOT true about these small cars?  

 A) They don't cost more than today's cars.  

 B) They use electricity or gasoline.  

 C) They can travel long distances.  

 D) They may someday be used instead of big cars. 

  Total 

24 
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Listening (4 Marks) 

Parts Answers Mark 

Listening 

1 

1. B (recently) 

2. It takes a lot of his time. 

 

1 

Listening 

2 

       

1. False          2. C         3. D        4. False 

 

1 

Listening 

3 

 

1. True        2. A        3. D         4. D  

 

2 

                             Vocabulary (4 Marks)  

A Odd one out  

 

1. b          2. c 

 

.5 

B Fill in the blanks  

 

3. exercise       4. healthy       5.  host          6. experience 

 

7. institute          8. satisfied 

 

1.5 

C Fill in the blanks with your knowledge  

 

9. physical           10.  metals 

 

1 

D Choose the best answer 

 

11. d      12. e       13. c          14. a 

 

1 

 Grammar (4 Marks)  

E Choose the best answer  

15. a               16. c                  17. b                  18. d 

2 

G Fill in the blanks  

 

19. has gone      20. cleaning        21. interested       22. hasn’t finished  

2 
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 Writing (4 Marks)  

H Make question  

23. How long have John and Jack lived in Tehran? 

 

1 

I Answer the question  

24. I’ll watch TV if I finish my homework? 

 

1 

J Unscramble the sentences  

25. Have your friends ever eaten Chinese food? 

 

26. It was hard for her to quit smoking. 

 

2 

K Find the mistake  

Mistake  Correction 

27. a few 

 

A little / some 

28. passed 

 

pass 

29. many 

 

much 

30. boring 

 

bored 

 

4 

 Reading (4 Marks)  

L  Cloze  

31. A                32. B              33. C               34. A 

 

4 

M Reading comprehension 

 

35. C          36. B      37. D      38. A          39. C 

 

4 
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